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Loop, Print, Fade + Flicker Feb 13 2021 The Pacific Cinematheque Monograph Series was initiated to explore the spectrum of contributions and innovations of
Western Canadian filmmakers, videomakers, and fringe media artists. Monograph Number One focuses, fittingly, on David Rimmer, one of Canada's foremost
experimental filmmakers.There is no better way to start off Pacific Cinémathèque's Monograph Series, celebrating West Coast filmmakers, than with the work of
David Rimmer. Mike Hoolboom's essay tantalizes us with a romantic myth that contextualizes David, while Alex MacKenzie's interview lets the artist speak for
himself. Both offer a unique insight into the art practice of one of the most influential Canadian filmmakers of the 20th century. - Ann Marie Fleming, independent
filmmaker and visual artistThe most exciting non-narrative film I've ever seen ... images become polarized into grainy outlines, like drawings in white or colored
chalk which gradually disintegrate and disappear. The film [Variations on a Cellophane Wrapper] resembles a painting floating through time, its subject
disappearing and re-emerging in various degrees of abstraction. - Kristina Nordstrom, The Village Voice
Always Subject to Change Mar 05 2020
Robert Bresson (Revised) Aug 10 2020 French filmmaker Robert Bresson is perhaps the most revered living film director. Awed, inspired and sometimes mystified
by the beauty and austere perfectionism of Bresson's style, critics and directors have been moved to passionate debate about his unique ideas on the use of
sound, actors, editing and music. ""Robert Bresson"" is the first collection of essays in English on the director in three decades. A thorough examination of his
vision and style, it draws together over twenty important articles by leading critics and scholars; three essential interviews; and the commentaries of over thirty
directors on Bresson's importance and influence. Publised by Cinematheque Ontario. Distributed in Canada by Wilfrid Laurier University Press. Distributed outside
Canada by Indiana University Press.
Ideologies of the Real in Title Sequences, Motion Graphics and Cinema May 07 2020 This book explores the question of realism in motion pictures. Specifically, it
explores how understanding the role of realism in the history of title sequences in film can illuminate discussions raised by the advent of digital cinema. Ideologies
of the Real in Title Sequences, Motion Graphics and Cinema fills a critical and theoretical void in the existing literature on motion graphics. Developed from careful
analysis of André Bazin, Stanley Cavell, and Giles Deleuze’s approaches to cinematic realism, this analysis uses title sequences to engage the interface between
narrative and non-narrative media to consider cinematic realism in depth through highly detailed close readings of the title sequences for Bullitt (1968), Kolchak:
The Night Stalker (1974), The Number 23 (2007), The Kingdom (2008), Blade Runner: 2049 (2017) and the James Bond films. From this critique, author Michael
Betancourt develops a modal approach to cinematic realism where ontology is irrelevant to indexicality. His analysis shows the continuity between historical
analogue film and contemporary digital motion pictures by developing a framework for rethinking how realism shapes interpretation.
Allan King Mar 17 2021 For nearly half a century, Allan King has changed the way film and television show us the world. Warrendale, banned from Canadian
television in one of the most infamous censorship battles of the 1960s, took its place alongside other landmarks of direct cinema by such filmmakers as D.A.
Pennebaker, the Maysles brothers and Frederick Wiseman. While considered to be one of the great documentarians, King is also renowned as a key pioneer of
the Canadian feature film industry. His work has been described by critics as “shattering, illuminating and unforgettable” — Judith Crist, “stunning and, in some
ways ruthless” — Vincent Canby, and “magnificent” — Newsweek. The first and only publication to examine King’s entire body of work, Allan King: Filmmaker
provides an extensive analysis of the life and work of one Canada’s most significant and provocative filmmakers. Includes an interview with the director and a
filmography and bibliography. Published by the Toronto International Film Festival. Distributed in Canada by Wilfrid Laurier University Press. Distributed outside
Canada by Indiana University Press.
Canyon Cinema Jun 07 2020 "MacDonald's selections tread a pitch-perfect path between being comprehensive and making an engrossing and illuminating
narrative. He has perfected his voice, and controls the entire history of U.S. avant-garde film with an easy and graceful confidence."—David E. James, author of
The Most Typical Avant-Garde: History and Geography of Minor Cinemas in Los Angeles
From Grain to Pixel Apr 29 2022 "From Grain to Pixel attempts to bridge the fields of film archiving and academic research, by addressing the discourse on film
ontology and analysing how it affects the role of film archives. Fossati proposes a new theoretization of film archival practice as the starting point for a renewed
dialogue between film scholars and film archivists." --Book Jacket.
Méliès Boots
Feb 02 2020 Before he became an influential cinematic innovator, Georges Méliès (1861–1938) was a maker of deluxe French footwear, an
illusionist, and a caricaturist. Proceeding from these beginnings, Méliès Boots traces how the full trajectory of Georges Méliès’ career during the late-nineteenth
and early-twentieth centuries, along with the larger cultural and historical contexts in which Méliès operated, shaped his cinematic oeuvre. Solomon examines
Méliès’ unpublished drawings and published caricatures, the role of laughter in his magic theater productions, and the constituent elements of what Méliès called
"the new profession of the cinéaste." The book also reveals Méliès' connections to the Incohérents, a group of ephemeral artists from the 1880s, demonstrating the
group’s relevance for Méliès, early cinema, and modernity. By positioning Méliès in relation to the material culture of his time, Solomon demonstrates that Méliès’
work was expressive of a distinctly modern, and modernist, sensibility that appeared in France during the 1880s in the wake of the Second Industrial Revolution.
Silver Screen Fiend Dec 02 2019 "Between 1995 and 1999, Patton Oswalt lived with an unshakable addiction. It wasn't drugs, alcohol or sex: it was film. After
moving to L.A., Oswalt became a huge film buff (or as he calls it, a sprocket fiend), absorbing classics, cult hits, and new releases at the New Beverly Cinema.
Silver screen celluloid became Patton's life schoolbook, informing his notion of acting, writing, comedy, and relationships. Set in the nascent days of L.A.'s
alternative comedy scene, Oswalt's memoir chronicles his journey from fledgling stand-up comedian to self-assured sitcom actor, with the colorful New Beverly
collective and a cast of now-notable young comedians supporting him all along the way"-Kon Ichikawa Oct 04 2022 Kon Ichikawa has long been internationally ac-knowledged as one of the most accomplished and prolific masters of Japanese cinema,
in the exalted company of Akira Kurosawa, Kenji Mizoguchi, and Yasujiro Ozu. Celebrated for his many adaptations of famous Japanese novels such as Fires on
the Plain, Harp of Burma, Kagi, Conflagration, and The Makioka Sisters, Ichikawa is an artist with an astounding command of many genres, forms and tones, from
ferociously humanist war films to sophisticated social satires, formalist documentaries (the acclaimed Tokyo Olympiad) to extravagant period pieces (An Actor’s
Revenge.) This volume, designed to accompany a retrospective of Ichikawa’s films, spans his entire career and includes essays and commentaries by such
leading scholars of Japanese cinema as Donald Richie, Tadao Sato, Max Tessier, David Desser, Linda Erlich, and Keiko McDonald. Many articles and translations
were commissioned for the book, including those by Tony Rayns, Aaron Gerow, Dennis Washburn and Catherine Russell. A new career interview with critic Mark
Schilling is one of several illuminating discussions with the director included in this volume. Appraisals of Ichikawa by novelist Yukio Mishima, director Yasuzo
Masumura, and critic Pauline Kael round out the portrait of a director prized for his elegant compositional style, venomous wit, and unerring humanism. Published

by Cinematheque Ontario. Distributed in Canada by Wilfrid Laurier University Press. Distributed outside Canada by Indiana University Press.
Image and Identity Jun 19 2021 Image and Identity examines the unique qualities of Canadian cinema, situating it within the broader spectrum of Canadian culture
as a whole. Taking a genetic approach toward uncovering an answer to the ever-pressing Canadian question, “In reality, who are we?” Bruce Elder explores the
essential features of Canadian thought and the distinctive Canadian philosophical traditions that developed in response to our particular historical and geographical
circumstances. Arguing that this rich yet largely neglected tradition is still reflected in much of our current artistic practice, Elder examines the Canadian
documentary tradition, English-Canadian narrative filmmaking, and the works of our cinematic avant-garde. Focusing on the particular strengths of the avant-garde
cinema, and providing in-depth analyses of the works of Michael Snow, Jack Chambers, David Rimmer, and many others, he demonstrates why these
internationally celebrated Canadian artists have been at the forefront of the transition from modernist to postmodernist practices.
Quest for Serenity Jul 09 2020
Nitrate Won’t Wait Mar 29 2022 This study looks at the preservation process: newsreel, television, and color preservation; the often controversial issue of
colorization; and commercial film archives. It provides detailed histories of the major players in the preservation battle including the International Museum of
Photography at George Eastman House, the American Film Institute, the Museum of Modern Art, the UCLA Film and Television Archive, and the Library of
Congress. This first historical overview of film preservation in the United States is also highly controversial in its exposure and criticism of the politicization of film
preservation in recent years, and the rising bureaucracy which has often lost sight of preservation and restoration as the ultimate purpose of film archives.
National cinema in Turkey from a cultural perspective Sep 22 2021 Academic Paper from the year 2018 in the subject Communications - Mass Media, grade: 3,
Bilgi University stanbul (Communication), course: Modernization in Turkey, language: English, abstract: This study focuses on the national cinema in Turkey within
cultural perspective or similar. It delves further into the perpetual efforts of Halit Refi to pave the way for acceptance of a culture-based national cinema, his
achievements in persuading his countrymen to embrace culture-based cinema and the challenges he faced during his period as a film director, film critic and
theoretician pushing forward for his standpoint in support for the matter. Common to the evolution of other numerous film art industries, the studio system in Turkey
has seen a significant transformation, predominantly influenced by filmmakers, film critics, theoreticians and intellectuals. Enthusiastically and painstakingly
advocating for a national cinema that embraces the Turkish cultural aesthetics, Halit Refi was one of the key players that would ultimately see the Turkish film
industry remodel for the good of the future generation. He had to endure the massive and rapidly changing political storm that hit Turkey in the 1960s as well as
take into consideration the aspect of cultural diversity apparent from the continuous mixing and merging of different cultures. During his time as a film director,
Refi together with his team, known for the fight for a National Cinema Movement, faced awful dissent from their opponents, the Turkish Cinematheque
Association (Erdogan). Undoubtedly, that was a tough period for Halit Refi .
Shohei Imamura Sep 10 2020 Shohei Imamura is among the most important artists of postwar Japanese cinema. Best known in the west for his award-winning
The Ballad of Narayama, Imamura has produced a body of work that is unequalled for its tumultuous energy and formal daring. A dozen essays by such eminent
authorities of Japanese cinema as Donald Richie, Max Tessier and Audie Bock are supplemented by interviews with and articles by Imamura, which explore his
influences, themes and working methods. Published by Cinematheque Ontario. Distributed in Canada by Wilfrid Laurier University Press. Distributed outside
Canada by Indiana University Press.
Recollecting Lotte Eisner Jan 03 2020 Recollecting Lotte Eisner provides the first in-depth examination of the remarkable transnational career of film journalist,
archivist, and historian Lotte Eisner (1896–1983). From her early years as a film critic in interwar Berlin to her escape from prison in occupied France and from her
role as chief curator at the Cinémathèque fran aise to that as the mythic "collective conscience" of New German Cinema, Eisner was a prolific writer and lecturer
and a pivotal voice in early film and media studies. Situated at the juncture of feminist media historiography and disciplinary intellectual history, this groundbreaking
book is based on extensive multilingual archival research and the excavation of a rich corpus of previously overlooked materials. Introducing samples of Eisner's
writing in translation, this volume makes some of the most important contributions of a foundational scholar in the field of film studies accessible for the first time to
an English-language readership.
Age of Cage Apr 05 2020 “Age of Cage might be the closest we will get to understanding the singular beauty of each of Nic Cage’s always electric performances.
You are holding the Rosetta Stone for Cage. Enjoy it.” —Paul Scheer, actor, writer and host of the How Did This Get Made? and Unspooled podcasts Icon.
Celebrity. Artist. Madman. Genius. Nicolas Cage is many things, but love him, or laugh at him, there's no denying two things: you’ve seen one of his many films,
and you certainly know his name. But who is he, really, and why has his career endured for over forty years, with more than a hundred films, and birthed a million
memes? Age of Cage is a smart, beguiling book about the films of Nicolas Cage and the actor himself, as well as a sharp-eyed examination of the changes that
have taken place in Hollywood over the course of his career. Critic and journalist Keith Phipps draws a portrait of the enigmatic icon by looking at—what
else?—Cage’s expansive filmography. As Phipps delights in charting Cage’s films, Age of Cage also chronicles the transformation of film, as Cage’s journey takes
him through the world of 1980s comedies (Valley Girl, Peggy Sue Got Married, Moonstruck), to the indie films and blockbuster juggernauts of the 1990s (Wild at
Heart, Leaving Las Vegas, Face/Off, Con Air), through the wild and unpredictable video-on-demand world of today. Sweeping in scope and intimate in its profile of
a fiercely passionate artist, Age of Cage is, like the man himself, surprising, insightful, funny, and one of a kind. So, snap out of it, and enjoy this appreciation of
Nicolas Cage, national treasure.
The Films of Joyce Wieland Jan 27 2022 A visionary who consistently explored new styles and approaches in her art and films, Joyce Wieland grappled with
nationalism, feminism, environmentalism and spirituality. The Films of Joyce Wieland brings together essays by Canadian and American theorists about the artists
and her work. It includes a never-before-published interview between Wieland and experimental filmmaker Hollis Frampton and a comprehensive annotated
bibliography of the film literature on Wieland. Published by Cinematheque Ontario. Distributed in Canada by Wilfrid Laurier University Press. Distributed outside
Canada by Indiana University Press.
Frank Borzage Aug 02 2022 This work brings to readers of English a comprehensive and engaging treatment of one of America's greatest, if largely forgotten, film
directors. Dumont's celebrated 1993 study, translated from the French by Jonathan Kaplansky, offers complete coverage of Borzage's entire career--the more than
100 films he made and the effect of those films on movie audiences, especially between 1920 and 1940. Lavishly illustrated with 120 photographs, the book also
contains a complete filmography, a chronological bibliography, and an index.
A Thousand Cuts Sep 03 2022 A Thousand Cuts is a candid exploration of one of America's strangest and most quickly vanishing subcultures. It is about the
death of physical film in the digital era and about a paranoid, secretive, eccentric, and sometimes obsessive group of film-mad collectors who made movies and
their projection a private religion in the time before DVDs and Blu-rays. The book includes the stories of film historian/critic Leonard Maltin, TCM host Robert
Osborne discussing Rock Hudson's secret 1970s film vault, RoboCop producer Jon Davison dropping acid and screening King Kong with Jefferson Airplane at the
Fillmore East, and Academy Award-winning film historian Kevin Brownlow recounting his decades-long quest to restore the 1927 Napoleon. Other lesser-known
but equally fascinating subjects include one-legged former Broadway dancer Tony Turano, who lives in a Norma Desmond-like world of decaying movie memories,
and notorious film pirate Al Beardsley, one of the men responsible for putting O. J. Simpson behind bars. Authors Dennis Bartok and Jeff Joseph examine one of
the least-known episodes in modern legal history: the FBI's and Justice Department's campaign to harass, intimidate, and arrest film dealers and collectors in the
early 1970s. Many of those persecuted were gay men. Victims included Planet of the Apes star Roddy McDowall, who was arrested in 1974 for film collecting and
forced to name names of fellow collectors, including Rock Hudson and Mel Tormé. A Thousand Cuts explores the obsessions of the colorful individuals who
created their own screening rooms, spent vast sums, negotiated underground networks, and even risked legal jeopardy to pursue their passion for real, physical
film.
Michael Curtiz Jun 27 2019 Academy Award--winning director Michael Curtiz (1886--1962) -- whose best-known films include Casablanca (1942), Yankee Doodle
Dandy (1942), Mildred Pierce (1945) and White Christmas (1954) -- was in many ways the anti-auteur. During his unprecedented twenty-seven year tenure at
Warner Bros., he directed swashbuckling adventures, westerns, musicals, war epics, romances, historical dramas, horror films, tearjerkers, melodramas,
comedies, and film noir masterpieces. The director's staggering output of 180 films surpasses that of the legendary John Ford and exceeds the combined total of
films directed by George Cukor, Victor Fleming, and Howard Hawks. In the first biography of this colorful, instinctual artist, Alan K. Rode illuminates the life and
work of one of the film industry's most complex figures. He begins by exploring the director's early life and career in his native Hungary, revealing how Curtiz
shaped the earliest days of silent cinema in Europe as he acted in, produced, and directed scores of films before immigrating to the United States in 1926. In
Hollywood, Curtiz earned a reputation for his explosive tantrums, his difficulty communicating in English, and his disregard for the well-being of others. However,
few directors elicited more memorable portrayals from their casts, and ten different actors delivered Oscar-nominated performances under his direction. In addition
to his study of the director's remarkable legacy, Rode investigates Curtiz's dramatic personal life, discussing his enduring creative partnership with his wife,

screenwriter Bess Meredyth, as well as his numerous affairs and children born of his extramarital relationships. This meticulously researched biography provides a
nuanced understanding of one of the most talented filmmakers of Hollywood's golden age.
The Battle of the Sexes in French Cinema, 1930–1956Oct 12 2020 In The Battle of the Sexes in French Cinema, 1930–1956, No l Burch and Geneviève Sellier
adopt a sociocultural approach to films made in France before, during, and after World War II, paying particular attention to the Occupation years (1940–44). The
authors contend that the films produced from the 1930s until 1956—when the state began to subsidize the movie industry, facilitating the emergence of an "auteur
cinema"—are important, both as historical texts and as sources of entertainment. Citing more than 300 films and providing many in-depth interpretations, Burch
and Sellier argue that films made in France between 1930 and 1956 created a national imaginary that equated masculinity with French identity. They track the
changing representations of masculinity, explaining how the strong patriarch who saved fallen or troubled women from themselves in prewar films gave way to the
impotent, unworthy, or incapable father figure of the Occupation. After the Liberation, the patriarch reemerged as protector and provider alongside assertive
women who figured as threats not only to themselves but to society as a whole.
Henri Langlois, First Citizen of Cinema Oct 24 2021 The story of Henri Langlois and his Cinematheque is itself the stuff of movies, a tale vividly recounted in this,
the first English translation of a book that won the French Prix du Palais Litteraire. Drawing on interviews with more than 100 film personalities, Langlois's personal
papers, and a host of other primary sources, author Glenn Myrent, in collaboration with Langlois's brother, Georges Langlois, brilliantly captures the drama and
pathos, the humor and genius of Henri Langlois, a colorful and often controversial figure who in the course of his efforts won the admiration of film luminaries and
the enmity of bureaucrats. From its foreword by Akira Kurosawa to its afterword composed solely for this edition, the volume brims with fascinating details
heretofore unavailable, among them the cloak-and-dagger intrigue of Langlois's rescue of thousands of films during the German occupation of France, Langlois's
personal reflections on his 1939 trip to the United States, and insider accounts of the government-inspired ousting of Langlois from the Cinematheque in 1968 - an
event that created such a furor among the international film community that Langlois was soon reinstated.
Counter-Archive Nov 12 2020 Tucked away in a garden on the edge of Paris is a multimedia archive like no other: Albert Kahn's Archives de la Planète
(1908-1931). Kahn's vast photo-cinematographic experiment preserved world memory through the privileged lens of everyday life, and Counter-Archive situates
this project in its biographic, intellectual, and cinematic contexts. Tracing the archive's key influences, such as the philosopher Henri Bergson, the geographer Jean
Brunhes, and the biologist Jean Comandon, Paula Amad maps an alternative landscape of French cultural modernity in which vitalist philosophy cross-pollinated
with early film theory, documentary film with the avant-garde, cinematic models of temporality with the early Annales school of history, and film's appropriation of
the planet with human geography and colonial ideology. At the heart of the book is an insightful meditation upon the transformed concept of the archive in the age
of cinema and an innovative argument about film's counter-archival challenge to history. The first comprehensive study of Kahn's films, Counter-Archive also offers
a vital historical perspective on debates involving archives, media, and memory.
The Cinema in Flux Dec 26 2021 The first of its kind, this book traces the evolution of motion picture technology in its entirety. Beginning with Huygens' magic
lantern and ending in the current electronic era, it explains cinema’s scientific foundations and the development of parallel enabling technologies alongside the
lives of the innovators. Product development issues, business and marketplace factors, the interaction of aesthetic and technological demands, and the patent
system all play key roles in the tale. The topics are covered sequentially, with detailed discussion of the transition from the magic lantern to Edison’s invention of
the 35mm camera, the development of the celluloid cinema, and the transition from celluloid to digital. Unique and essential reading from a lifetime innovator in the
field of cinema technology, this engaging and well-illustrated book will appeal to anyone interested in the history and science of cinema, from movie buffs to
academics and members of the motion picture industry.
A Panorama of American Film Noir (1941-1953) Jan 15 2021 Beginning with the first film noir, The Maltese Falcon, and continuing through the postwar "glory
days," which included such films as Gilda, The Big Sleep, Dark Passage, and The Lady from Shanghai, Borde and Chaumeton examine the dark sides of
American society, film, and literature that made film noir possible, even necessary. A Panorama of American Film Noir includes a film noir chronology, a
voluminous filmography, a comprehensive index, and a selection of black-and-white production stills.
A Companion to D. W. Griffith May 19 2021 The most comprehensive volume on one of the most controversial directors in American film history A Companion to
D.W. Griffith offers an exhaustive look at the first acknowledged auteur of the cinema and provides an authoritative account of the director’s life, work, and lasting
filmic legacy. The text explores how Griffith’s style and status advanced along with cinema’s own development during the years when narrative became the
dominant mode, when the short gave way to the feature, and when film became the pre-eminent form of mass entertainment. Griffith was at the centre of each of
these changes: though a contested figure, he remains vital to any understanding of how cinema moved from nickelodeon fixture to a national pastime, playing a
significant role in the cultural ethos of America. With the renewed interest in Griffith’s contributions to the film industry, A Companion to D.W. Griffith offers a
scholarly look at a career that spanned more than 25 years. The editor, a leading scholar on D.W. Griffith, and the expert contributors collectively offer a unique
account of one of the monumental figures in film studies. Presents the most authoritative, complete account of the director’s life, work, and lasting legacy Builds on
the recent resurgence in the director’s scholarly and popular reputation Edited by a leading authority on D.W. Griffith, who has published extensively on this
controversial director Offers the most up-to-date, singularly comprehensive volume on one of the monumental figures in film studies
Jean Pierre Lefebvre Aug 29 2019 Jean Pierre Lefebvre is one of the most inventive and prolific of all Canadian filmmakers. From the sixties to the eighties, his
films were as much celebrated at international film festivals as are the films of Atom Egoyan today. More recently, Lefebvre has explored the creative potential of
video as a visual medium. In Jean Pierre Lefebvre: Vidéaste, Peter Harcourt provides an overview of Lefebvre’s films and an incisive consideration of his five-part
video project L’age des Images (1993-95). Two essays by Lefebvre, one a personal account of the influence of Québécois films on his work, the other an argument
for a “national cinema”, along with a recent interview with him round out this timely look at a director of great distinction and emotive power. Published by the
Toronto International Film Festival. Distributed in Canada by Wilfrid Laurier University Press. Distributed outside Canada by Indiana University Press.
The Films of Stan Brakhage in the American Tradition of Ezra Pound, Gertrude Stein and Charles Olson Oct 31 2019 Since the late 1950s Stan Brakhage has
been in the forefront of independent filmmaking. His body of work — some seventy hours — is one of the largest of any filmmaker in the history of cinema, and one
of the most diverse. Probably the most widely quoted experimental filmmaker in history, his films typify the independent cinema. Until now, despite well-deserved
acclaim, there has been no comprehensive study of Brakhage’s oeuvre. The Films of Stan Brakhage in the American Tradition fills this void. R. Bruce Elder
delineates the aesthetic parallels between Brakhage’s films and a broad spectrum of American art from the 1920s through the 1960s. This book is certain to stir
the passions of those interested in artistic critique and interpretation in its broadest terms.
A Light Affliction: a History of Film Preservation and Restoration Jul 21 2021 A history of film preservation and restoration, telling the story from the earliest days of
the cinema to the modern days of digital restorations. The cinema was invented in the Victorian era, but for the first four decades of its existence almost no effort
was made to preserve the millions of feet of celluloid which rolled through the cameras and projectors of the world. As a result, thousands of movies were lost
forever. In the 1930s, the first concerted attempts at film preservation were begun by pioneering individuals such as Iris Barry at New York's Museum of Modern
Art; Ernest Lindgren at the British Film Institute, and the indomitable Henri Langlois at the Cinémathèque fran aise, a man who performed heroics in occupied
France to save the world's cinematic heritage from destruction by the Nazis. The 1980s video boom encouraged the studios finally to instigate asset protection
programmes and in the digital age new methods of producing, exhibiting and restoring motion pictures emerged.
Subject Headings Feb 25 2022 List of subject headings compiled for use by the indexers & users of the International index to film periodicals.
The Collected Writings of Takahiko Iimura May 31 2022 "Taka iimura has been making films since the early 1960s. His work has gone through a series of
relatively clear, consistent developments: from 1962 to 1968, iimura was largely involved with surreal imagery, with eroticism, and with social criticism; from 1968
through 1971, he continued to use photographic imagery, but worked with it in increasingly formal ways; from 1972 until 1978, he devoted himself very largely to a
series of minimalist explorations of time and space. During the years since, iimura has been more fully involved with video than with film." --Scott MacDonald
"Although Taka was and continues to be an active part of the New York avant-garde scene, he always remained an enigmatic, mysterious presence, pursuing his
own unique route through the very center of the avant-garde cinema. While the intensity and the fire of the American avant-garde film movement inspired him and
attracted him, his Japanese origins contributed decisively to his uncompromising explorations of cinema's minimalist and conceptualist possibilities. He has
explored this direction of cinema in greater depth than anyone else." -- Jonas Mekas
Expanded Cinema Jul 29 2019 Fiftieth anniversary reissue of the founding media studies book that helped establish media art as a cultural category. First
published in 1970, Gene Youngblood’s influential Expanded Cinema was the first serious treatment of video, computers, and holography as cinematic
technologies. Long considered the bible for media artists, Youngblood’s insider account of 1960s counterculture and the birth of cybernetics remains a mainstay
reference in today’s hypermediated digital world. This fiftieth anniversary edition includes a new Introduction by the author that offers conceptual tools for

understanding the sociocultural and sociopolitical realities of our present world. A unique eyewitness account of burgeoning experimental film and the birth of video
art in the late 1960s, this far- ranging study traces the evolution of cinematic language to the end of fiction, drama, and realism. Vast in scope, its prescient
formulations include “the paleocybernetic age,” “intermedia,” the “artist as design scientist,” the “artist as ecologist,” “synaesthetics and kinesthetics,” and “the
technosphere: man/machine symbiosis.” Outstanding works are analyzed in detail. Methods of production are meticulously described, including interviews with
artists and technologists of the period, such as Nam June Paik, Jordan Belson, Andy Warhol, Stan Brakhage, Carolee Schneemann, Stan VanDerBeek, Les
Levine, and Frank Gillette. An inspiring Introduction by the celebrated polymath and designer R. Buckminster Fuller—a perfectly cut gem of countercultural thinking
in itself—places Youngblood’s radical observations in comprehensive perspective. Providing an unparalleled historical documentation, Expanded Cinema clarifies
a chapter of countercultural history that is still not fully represented in the arthistorical record half a century later. The book will also inspire the current generation of
artists working in ever-newer expansions of the cinematic environment and will prove invaluable to all who are concerned with the technologies that are reshaping
the nature of human communication.
A Passion for Films Nov 05 2022
Saving Cinema:The Politics of Preservation Dec 14 2020 The importance of media preservation has in recent years achieved much broader public recognition.
From the vaults of Hollywood and the halls of Congress to the cash-strapped museums of developing nations, people are working to safeguard film from physical
harm. But the forces at work aren't just physical. The endeavor is also inherently political. What gets saved and why? What remains ignored? Who makes these
decisions, and what criteria do they use? Saving Cinema narrates the development of the preservation movement and lays bare the factors that have influenced its
direction. Archivists do more than preserve movie history; they actively produce and codify cinematic heritage.At the same time, digital technologies have produced
an entirely new reality, one that resists the material, artifact-driven approach that is the gold standard of preservation in the Western world. As it has become
increasingly easy to capture and access moving images, increasing evidence of something many archivists have known for years has emerged: industrial and
training films, amateur travel diaries, and even family videos are critical public resources. It has also raised question about the role of the profession. Is access
equivalent to preservation, and, if it is, how should archivists alter their activities? The time is ripe for a reconsideration of the politics and practices of preservation.
Saving Cinema is the book to guide that conversation.
Indiana University Cinema Jul 01 2022 In its first ten years, a small Midwestern cinema has attracted some of the most intriguing and groundbreaking filmmakers
from around the world, screened the best in arthouse and repertory films, and presented innovative and unique cinematic experiences. Indiana University Cinema
tells the story of how the cinema on the campus of Indiana University Bloomington grew into a vibrant, diverse, and thoughtfully curated cinematheque. Detailing its
creation of a transformative cinematic experience throughout its inaugural decade, the IU Cinema has arguably become one of the best venues for watching
movies in the country. Featuring 17 exclusive interviews with filmmakers and actors, as well as an afterword from Jonathan Banks (Breaking Bad and Better Call
Saul), Indiana University Cinema, is a lavishly illustrated book that is sure to please everyone from the casual moviegoer to the most passionate cinephile.
Don Owen Nov 24 2021 Don Owen, perhaps best known as the director of the seminal 1964 feature Nobody Waved Goodbye, is one of the central figures in the
development of English-Canadian cinema. Owen spent much of his career at the National Film Board of Canada, working on both short documentary films,
including Runner; Cowboy and Indian; and You Don’t Back Down, and feature-length works such as The Ernie Game (which sparked a scandal in Parliament); the
innovative, Godard-influenced short features Notes for a Film about Donna and Gail; and Ladies and Gentlemen—Mr. Leonard Cohen, a portrait of the poet codirected with Donald Brittain. In Don Owen: Notes on a Filmmaker and His Culture, the first book-length treatment of themes and motifs in Owen’s work, Steve
Gravestock situates Owen within a cultural context while focusing on the development of the English-Canadian film industry in the 1960s and beyond. The book
also features interviews with Owen and many of his principal collaborators. Published by the Toronto International Film Festival and distributed in Canada by
Wilfrid Laurier University Press. Distributed outside Canada by Indiana University Press.
Georges Franju Sep 30 2019 This is the fullest study to date of this little-known French director, the co-founder of the Cinémathèque fran aise, and the first book
on Franju in English since 1967. Enjoying his real debut as a director in 1948 with his notorious documentary about Parisian abattoirs Le Sang des bêtes, Franju
went on to make thirteen more courts métrages and eight longs métrages, including his horror classic Les Yeux sans visage. A full introduction and conclusion set
Franju's directorial career in the context of his lifelong commitment to France's cinema institutions.
A Companion To Mekas Walden Apr 17 2021 A Companion to Mekas Walden is an in-depth guide to Jonas Mekas's film masterpiece. It is designed to enrich the
viewer's journey through the cultural ferment of New York City in the 1960s explored by Mekas's film. When Mekas's Diaries, Notes and Sketches also known as
Walden, premiered in New York in 1969, it opened a new chapter in the history of artists' film. A new generation suddenly discovered that the film medium was not
reserved for the commercial entertainment industry. but could be used by individual artists and poets too. And at the same time Walden was also an invaluable
record of a time and place that was the nexus of multiple forms of American art - including music, painting, dance, theater, and poetry. As critic Amy Taubin wrote:
"Whenever people ask me what it was like to live in New York in the ’60s, I refer them to Mekas’s Walden…" A Companion to Mekas Walden provides a wealth of
information on the film's subjects, not just those, like John Lennon and Andy Warhol, who were already world famous, but also many who have been undeservedly
forgotten.
The Films of Jack Chambers Aug 22 2021 Essay contributors include Stan Brakhage, Fred Camper, Jack Chambers, R. Bruce Elder, Avis Lang, Sarah Milroy,
Bart Testa, Peter Tscherkassky, Ross Woodman, and Michael Zyd. Published by Cinematheque Ontario. Distributed in Canada by Wilfrid Laurier University Press.
Distributed outside Canada by Indiana Unviersity Press.
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